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"Mono" in Esperanto means "cash" so first and foremost BitcoinMono is a digital cash. By
integrating useful features from other coins, it adapts better to changing environment and
distinguishes itself from all other coins by its own model, copypasta. Current focus is on
eSports industry.

I.

True anonymity
BitcoinMono is a cryptocurrency based on CryptoNote technology. Our goal is to give
users complete anonymity while having fast transactions. It's not a fork of another
blockchain, and it has a long and relatively flat emission curve. With its own genesis
block there is no degradation of privacy due to Borromean Ring Signatures using
different participants for the same tx outputs on opposing forks. BitcoinMono uses
mixin so everyone is on the same playing field, making transactions difficult to trace.

II.

Gaming focus
The BitcoinMono developers are currently working on mobile as well as desktop
game and entertainment area to reward users in BitcoinMono. It creates a new form
of incentivization that can be used outside of the games for online products or
payments to freinds and family. This will introduce individuals to cryptocurrency and
grow the space. We plan to make an entire ecosystem of different entertainment
genres, from casual games, to games of luck to involve more users in the
BitcoinMono community.

III.

Secure and private
CryptoNote technology is the foundation of BitcoinMono. CryptoNote technology
uses ring signatures to mix transactions within the daemon. It forms a solid and well
tested basis allowing us to keep our coin profitable to every single miner by having a
slowly declining block reward and an ASIC resistant algorithm.

IV.

Specifications
1,000,000,000,000 Total supply
50 second block time
Cryptonight-pico algorithm
Zero Dust threshold
Completely private transactions with ring signatures

V.

Team
BitcoinMono is developed and supported by semiPOOL pool.

